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P3BMANUNT HJIJJS OF PHOCJUUILJ FOR THsl GENERAL CQNFillONCS 
(GC.1/9, G0.1/9/Corr.l ana Adds.l and 2, GC.1(S)/COM,2/3, 
QC.l(S)/COM.2/4/Rev.1-and Add.1) (continued) 

1, The CHAIRHAN referred to the issue discussed at the 

Committee's previous meeting, when the delegate of the Netherlands 

had raised questions concerning' the relationship between the General 

Conference and the Board of Governors, and had informally proposed 

that the matter he studied by a sub—committee, which should report 

on it to the second session of.the General Conference* 

2. The structure of the Agency had been the subject of intensive 

negotiations, culminating in the Conference on the Statute, at which 

the Statute had been unanimously approved as representing a careful 

balance between the conflicting views expressed. Any rules which 

the General Conference might adopt in respect of the relationship 

between the General Conference and.the Board of Governors would 

have to be consistent with the Statute, which contained detailed 

provisions on that point; it would, moreover, be inappropriate for 

the General Conference to instruct the Board of Governors regarding 

representation at the General Conference or distribution of docu

mentation. , 

3'. It seomed to him, accordingly, that it would be inadvisable 

to adopt the informal proposal made by the delegate of the 

Netherlands...or to refer to it in the Committee's report to the" 

General Conference. experience, inigh,t, show, that some-action by 

the General Conference in that connexion was necessary, but until 

specific problems arose the matter should be governed by the Statute, 

4. He hoped that the delegate of the Netherlands would not press 

his suggestion. If the Committee saw no objection, he would 

consider the matter closed, 

5. Mr. 7SRSH0F (Canada) wished it to be understood that, 

if his delegation agreed there should be no further debate on the 

question, that would not imply it was in agreement with the 

Chairman's interpretation of the legal position. 

1/ See official record of.the'third meeting of the Administrative 
and Legal- Committee (GC.1( S)/COM,2/OR;3), paragraphs 4 -. 6* 
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64 The CHAIRMAN noted that reservation and declared the 

discussion closed. 

7* I.Ir._ ISAEV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) 

associated himself with those members who had cangratulated the 

Chairman on his appointment. He .was sure that, under the Chairman's 

leadership, the Committee would pursue its work in a spirit of 

co-operation. 

8. Commenting on the amendment proposed by the Netherlands 

delegation (&C.1(3)/COM.2/3) to rule 86, he was of the opinion 

that it would merely complicate the Committee's work. Rule 86 

had been the subject of lengthy discussion in the Preparatory 

Commission, which had first of all left open the text of that 

rule and had then submitted it in GC.1/9 Add.1. It would be 

difficult to argue that the- General Conference, during the elections 

to the Board of Governors, coiild have determined whether a particular 

country belonged to a specific geographical area by a majority of. 

votes taken in haste in each individual case. The experience of 

the first elections to the Board had shown that the rules of proce

dure already in existence at the time of the elections were perfectly 

adequate; there had been no doubts or objections about the voting 

for candidates from partictilar geographical areas. 

9. The USSR delegation considered that that vexed question, 

which had already been the subject of a vote in the Preparatory 

Commission, should not be taken up again now and that the amend

ment introduced by the Netherlands delegation should likewise be 

dropped. The question could be fully clarified only by entering 

into a detached examination of the distribution of all States 

Members of the Agency within the eight geographical areas mentioned 

in the Statute. The USSR delegation had already referred 'to that 

possibility in the Preparatory Commission, but the majority had 

thought it more expedient not to consider the question but to leave 

it open, and the USSR delegation had agreed to that course,-' 

-> See provisional summary record of the forty-first meeting of 
the Preparatory Commission (IAJA/PC/OR,41 - restricted distribution), 
pp. 7 and 8, 
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10* He 'declared that the USSR delegation'would stand by the agreed . 

decision reached by the Preparatory Commission and would accordingly 

vote against the Netherlands amendment, 

11. His delegation was opposed to the amendment to rule 30 

proposed by the delegations of Canada, Guatemala, Japan, the 

Netherlands and the United States of Aaerica (GC.i(S)/COM. 2/4 Bev.l) 

and was in favour of retaining the text of rule 30,as adopted by 

the Preparatory Commission and of dealing under separate rules with 
r 

the question of the attendance of representatives of States which 

were not Members of the Agency and of representatives of other 

organizations; those separate rules would be considered under 

item 5 of the Committee's agenda. The joint amendment was contrary 

to the spir*it in which .th.e Agency had been set up and to the 

provisions of Article IV.B of the Statutef which made specific 

reference to States which were not Members of the United Nations 

or of any of the specialized agencies. To~ adopt that amendment 

would detract from the universality of the Agency and would result., 

in-discrimination by the intrusion into the Agency's work of 

purely political considerations that suited particular countries. 

Moreover, the Board of Governors had. at. its first meeting adopted 

its Provisional Rules of Procedure, rule 49 of which covered that 

same point, 

12. Mr/ CAPE (United Kingdom) considered that to retain 

rule 30 as it. stood in .the Provisional Rules of Procedure adopted 

by the Preparatory Commission would be merely to postpone a decision, 

on the entire question of representation - which would in any case 

have to be considered,' either under the following item on the 

Committee's agenda, in respect of which a draft resolution had . 

been submitted by the delegations of Czechoslovakia -and the USSB*£ 

or at the second session of the General Conference. It was 

desirable to make as much progress as possible towards adopting 

permanent rules of^procedure,;and his delegation was therefore 

in favour of the joint amendment contained in GC.1(S)/COM.2/4 Rev.1. 

13. The firs.t rule contained, in the joint amendment suggested that 

representatives-of States,*Members -of'the United Nations or any 

3/ 
GC.1(S)/COM.2/8 
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-of the specialised agencies which were not Members of the Agency 

should be invited to attend the General Conference; the corres

ponding, rule in the Provisional Rules of Procedure of the Board of 

Governors, i.e. rule 50, provided only that the Board might invitp 

any State to he represented or to attend any meeting of the B-oard. 

An automatic rule appeared to present certain advantages over a 

system v/hereby a separate decision had to be taken regarding 

each Sta.te and it would onchle. as many States as possible to he 

invited in advance. Clearly, its adoption would not preclude the 

inviting of additional States. It was essential to give the 

Secretariat some practical criteria for its guidance, as a 

delieate situation'might arise in respect of territories which 

more than onu government claimed to represent, The formula proposed 

in the amendment seemed the best way of achieving universality, 

14.. He was also in favour of the second proposed rule;, it seemed 

clearly desirable that arrangements for the attendance of rep

resentatives of the United'Nations and of the specialized agencies 

should be put on a permanent basis. He had"no objection to the 

third rule, on-the understanding that it would not be necessary 

for the Board of Governors to enter into a detailed relationship 

agreement with each of the intergovernmental and non-governmental 

organizati ,;ns concerned. 

15. He hoped that, in view of the discussion which had taken place 

on rule 86 - and x^articularly of the remarks made by the delegate 

of Brazil-^ - as well as in the interest of maintaining unanimity, 

the Netherlands delegate would agree to withdraw his amendment. 

16. Mr. SIVA (India) would prefer to retain rule 30 as 

proposed by the Preparatory Commission and to frame separate 

rules for the additional points concerning representation of 

other organizations and of States which" were not Members of the 

Agency, He recalled that, in connexion with the adoption of 

Supplementary Rule'G, his delegation had'staged the view that.the N 

principle of universality should be maintained as far as possible1; 

y See official record of 'thw third meeting of the Administrative 
and Legal Committee (GC.1(S)/COM.2/OR.3l, paragraph 26. 
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it adhered to that position. There could be no doubt that the Agency 

would benefit from the presence of observers who would give the 

General Conference as representative a character as possible. 

17. He supported the remarks made by. the delegate of Brazil 

regarding rule which represented a delicate balance of 

agreement reached after full consideration of the question in the 

Preparatory Commission.. It would seem wiser to allow that rule 

to function for some time before proposing any change in it. 

18. Ilr. PORD (United States of America) recalled that his 

delegation had taken part in the protracted discussions on rule 86 

in the Preparatory Commission. vThile he appreciated the interest 

shown by the delegate of the Netherlands, he was in favour of 

maintaining the wording of rule 86 as adopted by the Preparatory 

Commission. 

19. He associated himself with the statements made by his co-

sponsors of the amendments to rule 30 (GC.l(S)/COM,2/4/Rev,l). 

He could not agree that Article IV.B of the Statute was in any 

way relevant to the consideration of those amendments. 

20. In connexion with the point raised by the United Kingdom 

delegate regarding the relationship agreements with intergovern

mental and non-governmental organizations, his delegation con

sidered that relations with non-governmental organizations were . 

at present governed by the recommendation of the Preparatory 

Commission—', The question of relations with intergovernmental 

organizations' was more complex; the consensus of opinion in the 

Board of Governors seemed to be that a thorough study was called 

for before a decision could be taken. 

21. Mr. D^MCHJNKO (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) 

considered that it would be unfortunate to attempt to introduce 

any hasty amendments to rule 30 and was in favour of adopting the 

draft as recommended by the Preparatory Commission. Moreover, 

^ Ibid.' 

y Gc.i/5 
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his delegation objected in principle to the joint amendments. 

The first rulo proposed by the delegations of Canada, Guatemala, 

Japan, the Netherlands and the United States of America seemed 

discriminatory in nature and contrary to the principle of 

universality laid down in the Statute, according to which all 

countries should be given opportunities for co-operating in the 

work of the Agency, -.veryone was aware that six of the fifty-

seven Member States of the Agency were not Members of the United 

Nations or of many of the specialized agencies; it was inconceivable 

that obstacles should be placed in the way of the collaboration 

of other" countries that were not Members of the United Nations. 

If any political considerations were allowed to prevail,' the 

international co-operation essential for the utilization of 

atomic energy for peaceful purposes would suffer, The second 

and third rules proposed in the joint amendments seemed in contra

diction with the views of the Preparatory Commission and the 

Board of Governors. 

22. Nor did he believe that the Netherlands amendment to "rule 86 

could be anything but detrimental to the spirit in which the 

Agency's meetings should be conducted. The elections which had 

taken place on the basis of rule 86 as it stood had been entirely 

satisfactory and it would be undesirable to introduce any element 

of confusion. He hoped that the delegate of the Netherlands would 

withdraw his proposal? . otherwise the Ukrainian delegation would 

be obliged to vote against it, 

23. Mr. CXiEJA (Romania) did not follow the technical and 

procedural arguments advanced by the five delegations in support 

of their amendment to rule 30, In view of all the work done by 

the Preparatory Commission on .that subject, and in the interests 

of maintaining a spirit of understanding, he thought it advisable 

to keep rule 30 unchanged. 

24. . He hoped the Netherlands delegate would agree to withdraw 

his amendment to rule 86, which in hia opinion, would' inevitably 

lead to difficulties. 
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25. Mr. PARK (Korea) said "that acceptance of the amendment 

submitted by Cze clip Slovakia and 'the USSR would lead to a flagrant 

violation of Article IV.B of the Statute* Countries genuinely 

-interested in participating in the work of the Agency would not 

be affected by any condition stipulating membership of the United 

Nations. In fact, any State which was a peace—loving member 

of the world community would inevitably belong already to_ at 

least one of the United Nations specialized agencies. The Canadian 

amendment would thus involve no injustice. The Korean delegation 

therefore preferred the Canadian amendment to the amendment 

submitted by Czechslovakia and the USSR. 

26. Mr. COLLO (Argentina) thought that since the Preparatory 

Commission had experienced considerable difficulty in reaching 

agreement on rules 86, and 30, they should be left unchanged. 

27. Mr. Tsing—Chang LIU (China) . endorsed the arguments put. 

forward by Canada, the United Kingdom and Korea on the subject 

of rule 30, The rules of procedure must contain criteria for 

deciding which States should be invited to attend the General 

Conferences of the Agency: the onus of deciding whether States 

were or were not to be invited could not be left entirely to the 

'•©̂ rî ector General, 

28'. The United Kingdom representative had mentioned States in 

respect of which two separate governments claimed the right of 

representation-^;K there were also States which were not universally 

recognized as States, but merely as territories, The Chinese 

delegation was therefore in favour of the Canadian amendment to 

rule 30, especially in view of its treatment of States which were 

not members of the Agency; and it was against the amendment 

submitted by the,USSR and Czechoslovakia, 

29. Mr. TKJIOIIOBOPOULOS (Greece) thought rule 30, as it' 

stood, had little meaning and would have to be discussed at some 

stage before the final text of the rules of procedure was adopted, . 

He welcomed the Canadian amendment, though with some reservations. 

He -agreed with paragraphs 1 and 3 of that amendment, which made a 

distinction between Members of the United Nations or its specialized 

See paragraph 11 above,. 
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agencies and members of other international organizations: those 

two paragraphs were, ho thought, in line with Article IV of the 

Statute and as such acceptable. Paragraph 2 raised certain legal 

difficulties'- he suggested that the wording be changed. As 

to rule 86, he would point out that the General Conference, as the 

sovereign body of the Agency, was not bound by any tacit agree

ment reached in the Preparatory Commission. In view, of the 

difficulties involved, however, ho suggested that the Netherlands 

delegation might withdraw its amendment for the moment, and submit 

it again later when the question came up for discussion, 

30. I£r, TAKASHIMA (Japan) agreed that rules for the 

attendance of observers were needed. Though agreeing with the 

USSR on the importance of observing the principle of universality, 

he thought the amendment submitted by Czechoslovakia and the USSR 

would lead to difficulties. If, he askod, States which were not 

Members either of the United Nations or of any of the specialized 

agencies were to be invited to attend the General Conference of 

the Agency, on ;vhat basis should they be selected? No specialized 

agency admitted observers from such States, Hence, the proposal 

submitted by Japan in conjunction with four other countries offered 

the best solution,as it would enable almost all States to send 

observers if they so wished, 

31. iir. BORIS-J'VICH (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) 

said that thj future of the Agency would depend very much on 

international collaboration. Since the Statute allowed States 

which were not Members of the United Nations or of any of the 

specialized agencies to become Members of the Agency, it was 

inconsistent not to allow thorn to send observers to the. General 

Conference, Rule 30 should therefore be left unchanged. He 

appealed to the Netherlands delegation to withdraw its amendment 

to rule 86. 

32. Mr. POPOV (Bulgaria) was opposed to the Netherlands 

amendment on the ground that agreements reached by the Preparatory 

Commission after- lengthy discussion should be adhered to. The 

proposed amendment to rule 30 conflicted with Article IV,B of the 
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Statute: if States which were not Members of the United Nations 

or .the specialized agencies were allowed to join the Agency, it 

was only logical that they should be abl-o to send observers to 

the General Conference, 

33. Mr. PAL (Hungary') thought it regrettable that political 

considerations had crept into the Committee's work. The question 

of observers could not be treated separately from that of member

ship; States must be able to send observers before deciding 

whether or not they wished to, join the Agency. Hungary would 

therefore vote against the proposed amendment to rule-30, 

34. Mr. M1M0S0 (Portugal) pointed out that Article IV.B of 

the Statute, which the Czechoslovak delegate had cited*to support 

his plea for allowing all States to,send observers to the Agency's 

Genpral Conference, could in fact be cited against him-. If its' 

conditions for membership were applied to the sending of observers, 

then countries not considered able and willing to carry out the 

obligations'of membership in the Agency would not be allowed to 

send observers. 

35. Mr. Mimoso agreed with the substance of the Netherlands amend

ment to rule 86, but said that,in view of the difficulties encoun

tered in the Preparatory Commission before agreement was reached, 

his delegation would support the suggestion made by the representa

tive of Brazil at the previous meeting—v 

36. Mr. V/INKL-JR (Czechoslovakia) agreed that Article IV.B 

of the Statute did not apply to the sending of observers to the 

General Conference. XTor did it deal, however, with other important 

questions,such as voting, preparing the agenda of the General 

Conference, or electoral procedure. That was because the Statute 

contained only substantive provisions. Article IV.B showed in the 

clearest possible way that it would be contrary to the provisions 

of the'Statute' to adopt the rules proposed in the five-Power 

amendment. Article IV.B did not speak of observers, but of 

possible future Members who would have full membership rights„ 

Since.it ap£)lied to all States without distinction, its spirit 

would be contravened if any State were deprived of minor rights. 

See official record of the third meeting of the Administrative 
and legal Committee (GC.K S)/C0E.2/02, 3), paragraph 26, 

http://Since.it
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37. The representative of Canada had understated the position in 

saying that Article IV.B did not draw distinctions between Members. 

of the United Nations and the specialized agencies on the one hand 

and non-members on the other? the Article in effect prohibited 

the making of such distinctions. 

38. He had already replied in a plenary meeting^/to the argument 

that it would be difficult for the Director General to decide 

what did or did not constitute a State. He had full confidence 

in the Director General's ability to make such decisions; and 

even if he had not, the Director General would be acting under the 

authority and control of the Board of Governors. 

39. .He maintained that the proposed amendment did in fact preclude 

the General Conference from inviting States other than Members of 

the United Nations or of a specialized agency to attend the 

Conference, 

40. The representatives of the United States of America and, 

Portugal had referred to "ability and willingness to act.in 

accordance with the purposes and principles of the Charter of the 

United Nations", If the intention of the original working party 

in "Jashington had boon to exclude certain States under that provision, 

the words in Article IV.B "whether or not Members of the United 

Nations or of any of the specialized agencies" would have no 

meaning. 

41. He objected to the proposed amendments to rule $0f not because 

he questioned the righir of representatives to submit amendments 

to draft proposals of the Board of Governors or of the Preparatory 

Commission, but because they were unacceptable to his delegation. 

42.. . The proposed amendments would, moreover, conflict with 

rule 931 which allowed a State whose application for membership 

had been recommended, by the Board,of Governors to attend any meeting 

of the General Conference at which its application was discussed. 

2/ See official record of the second, plenary meeting (GC.1/OH.2), 
paragraph 30, 
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43. Rule 94 clearly did not provide that, in admitting new Members, 

the General Conference could act only on the official recommenda

tion of the Board of Governors. 

44# He considered that some delegations misunderstood the 

Preparatory Commission's procedural suggestions. If that 

Commission had intended the Conference to draw up the rules referred 

to in rule 30, it could easily have submitted its own draft rules, 

The Commission had felt, however, that the rules should he drawn 

up only after the Agency had acquired some experience, and also 

that'the Agency's relations with other specialized agencies and 

non-governmental organizations should he determined by bilateral 

negotiation. Its relations with the United Nations, for example, 

were governed in detail by a draft agreement, which would override 

any separate rules the Agency might have. He did not agree with 

the representative of Canada that most other international organiza

tions had such rules. There were none, for example, in the 'General 

Assembly or the Security Council, where relations were governed 

by subsequent resolutions, mainly of the United Nations Economic 

and Social Council* 

45. If 'the Committee nevertheless wished to establish rules under 

rule 30, the whole question should be very carefully considered, 

including possible repercussions on other parts of the rules of 

procedure, and a decision should be postponed. 

46. Articles II, III.A.l, 5 and 6, and many others clearly 

intended the Agency's various functions connected with the peace

ful uses of atomic energy to be universal. It had to establish 

and administer safeguards, enforce health regulations, and so on. 

Those objects could not be achieved if" some of the States concerned 

were not even allowed to send observers to the General Conference, 

47. He proposed that the Committee should recommend the adoption 

of rule 30 as drafted by the Preparatory Commission. By so doing 

it would prejudge no issue, 

48. lur. TQUSSAINT (France) said that his delegation would 

support the five-Power amendment. While he recognized the value 
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of the amendment to rale 86 proposed, by the representative of the 

Netherlands, his delegation, for reasons already explained by 

preceding speakers, would support the proposal made by the 

representative of Brazil. 

49. Hr. INAN (Turkey) regarded the amendment proposed to 

rule 30 as more than an amendment, for it would fill a gap, and 

one which it would be better to fill immediately rather than leave 

to some later Conference. 

50. Hr. HOOD (Australia) agreed that it would indoed.be 

curious if the Oonforence failed to fill a gap left in the rules 

of procedure, 

51. Kis interpretation of rule 93 was exactly opposite to that 

of the representative of Czechoslovakia, He believed that rule 93 

had been drawn-up precisely because there was no. general provision 

which would allow universal participation in the General Conference. 

52. Mr. "/I/JSHSHQF (Canada) said ho wished to clear up two 

misunderstandings. Some delegations had given the impression 

that the sponsors of the amendment were breaking som- understanding 

which had been reached in the Preparatory Commission. There was 

no such understanding in regard to rule 30. There was one in regard 

to rule 86, and that was why his delegation would not support the 

Netherlands amendment. 

53. Nothing in the proposed amendment would legally prevent the 

General Conference from inviting a State which wa3 not a Member 

of the United Nations or of a specialized agency to attend the 

Conference. The General Conference was master of its own procedure, 

and could always adopt a motion inviting a particular country to 

participate, 

54. Lr. VAijJFLLIU .(Albania) believed that the proposed 

five-Power amendment' was "incompatibXb' with the spirit and aims of 
' " • * • • . . . . . . . 

the Agency,' and'that its adoption would unnecessarily complicate 

the Agency's work, 

55. lir. ZAKP^ITI (Italy)'did not undorst Jid the objections 

many representatives had put forward to the amendment proposed by 

http://indoed.be
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the Netherlands to rule 86. If a difficulty of the type envisaged 

did arise, a criterion by means of which it could he overcome would 

be very useful. 

56. He fully agreed with, the arguments put forward by the 
representative of Turkey in connexion with rule 30, and would vote 
in favour of the joint amendment. He felt, however, that the 
slight amendment which the representative of Greece had proposed 
to the wording of the amendment should be incorporated. 

57. Mr. SURJOTJ0NDRO (Indonesia) pointed out that his 
delegation had all along supported the idea that participation in 
the Agency should be open to all States. The- criteria applied 

in inviting States to the first Conference had been very flexible, 

and the same generosity should prevail in the future, 

58. Mr. TAM.1JS (Netherlands) agreed to withdraw the 
— ™ i i HI . M ^ a - in •!•• i > > 

.amendment to rule 86 proposed by his delegation, on condition that 
he could raise under another agenda item the important question 
of the relationship betwe%n the General Conference and the Board 
of Governors, 

59. The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote first on 
the amendment proposed by Czechoslovakia and the Union of Soviet > 
Socialist Republics ( GC.1(S)/COM.2/4/Add,l), 

The amendment was rebooted by 30 votes to 12, with 2 

abstentions. 

60. The CHAIRMAN recalled that the representative of 
Canada had requested that the throe rules set out in the amendment 
jointly proposed by Canada, Guatemala, Japan, Netherlands, and ' 
the United States of America (GC.1(S)/COM.2/4/Rev.1) be put to 
the vote separately. 

The, first part of the amendment ("Rule ..... Representatives 
of States not Members of the Agency .....") was adopted by 31 votes 
to 3, with 6 abstentions. 

The second part of the amendment ("Rule Representatives > 
of the United Nations' and of the Specialized Agencies ") was, . 
adopted by 41 votes to none, with 1 a'bstention. 
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The third part of the amendment ("Rale ..... Representatives 

of Other Inter-governmental Organizations and Non^govermaental 

Organizations .....") was adopted by 36 votes to none, with 6 

abstentions, 

61. The CHAIRMAN stated that the Secretariat would re

number the three rules as adopted, and invited the Committee to 

vote on the adoption of the Provisional Rules of Procedure for the 

General Conference (GO.1/9 and GC.1/9/Add.1), as amended, as 

the Permanent Rules of Procedure, 

The adoption of the Provisional Ruj.es of Procedure, as amended 

as the Permanent Rules of Procedure was approved unanimously. 

62. The CHAIRMAN declared the discussion of item 4 of the 

agenda complete, 

The meeting rose at 6.5 p.m. 

http://Ruj.es



